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Ah, summer visitors!  One of the rewards of gardening is when visitors come and you 
give them “the tour”.   
  
There’s joy in showing off your hard work and the “experiments” that have done well 
this year.  Visitors often notice things that you take for granted, or have just done well 
here because this year’s weather have been great for that particular plant.  
  
It’s also a good time to be out in the garden to enjoy the successes, and not be on weed 
patrol. 
  
Those rich conversations with visitors were the highlight of the International Master 
Gardeners’ tour of the Learning Garden July 13, when 34 master gardeners from seven states and at least one 
foreign country stopped by to take a look.   
  
Our Learning Garden gardeners outdid themselves and the garden was absolutely gorgeous.  And, our visitors 
noticed that, and commented about all the loving attention to detail, layout, and the variety of interesting plants.   
  
One fellow from a small town in Arkansas and I hit it off and we were soon deep in conversation about our 

respective climates, master gardeners’ organizations, and our mutual love of 
gardening.  He was impressed that our association had created and developed such 
an informative garden. 
  
 “This is master gardening at its finest,” he said.  “You really have reached out to 
the community, and made this a very educational and dynamic experience.”  
  
Sometimes, you need the fresh eyes of a visitor to make you appreciate what you 
have done in your garden.  And, that visit by all those enthusiastic and passionate 
gardeners from around the country, and the world, amplified and affirmed what we 
have here, and what we are accomplishing.   
Take a bow, Learning Garden gardeners! 
 
                                        See you at the Fair! 
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Karen’s Korner 

by                
Karen Keltz 

 
 

Happenstance 
 
One of my favorite methods of gardening is anti-activity, the practice of disregard. Now, that’s not the same 
thing as neglect, which would mean not pulling weeds or watering, or any number of small things we do to keep 
our gardens lovely. Disregard is accepting what it are various plants and bushes decide to do on their own. 
Letting them be. Watching them insert themselves where they wish to, and not interfering.  
 
We had to remove an infected tree from our hedge, so in the open space we planted a camellia bush and a red-
twigged dogwood along the outer edge, scarlet runner beans on their pole trellises in front of those, and flowers 
in front. Hostas had already been there, and a poppy that came from who knows where. I found some flower 
seeds from last year and was gifted with some wildflower seeds, so I planted them all. Little sprouts are up now 
of those, but what has surprised me is that when I checked on this space after a two-week hiatus due to surgery, 
I found growing amongst the little flowers radishes ready to eat. What??? I don’t know for sure how they got 
there, and neither does my husband. As near as we can figure, radish seeds somehow were mixed in with the 
flower seeds. I love radishes and I’m enjoying this example of crunchy happenstance in my salads. 
 
A long-standing disregard based on curiosity involves wild foxglove. I make bets with myself at the end of its 
season as to where it might decide to grow the following spring. I let the spent blooms lie where they fall so the 
results of the guessing game will be in my favor. If it’s a windy winter, though, the odds are no longer in my 
favor. The foxgloves’ decisions can either make for a great surprise in composition, adding height and pinkness 
to a section of a flowerbed, or disaster if it chooses a space where it looks awkward or it hogs a space where I 
want something else to be. That problem is easily solved, however, by a yank of prudent removal. The time for 
that, sadly, is now. Bye-bye foxgloves. See you next year, who knows where? 
 
Almost a decade ago, my friend Liz was overrun by rose campion (Silene coronaria)(also 
called bloody William—eeuww!) (deer resistant and drought tolerant!) and in a fit she ripped 
them all out and gifted them to me. They take over, she told me. Oh, gee, thanks, Liz. But 
you know, they haven’t. She has rich river silt in her soil. I have compacted clay and that has 
made all the difference. I like how they look, and the greyish-green of their foliage is a nice 
contrast to their vermillion blooms. Their spread makes a nice drift. And they LOVE to drift! 
I never know where I’m going to find them from year to year. Only if I look for the little 
rosettes in the fall do I have any hint of where they will take over. Just because they have 
grown in one area throughout the summer, there’s no guarantee they’ll be in the same place 
next year. Their little feet like to roam. I treat them the same way I do with foxgloves. I send them packing if I 
don’t like where they’ve plunked themselves down. When the blooms are finished, I either stack the stems 
where I want some plants to be next year, or I cut off the dried blooms full of seeds and plant them the 
following spring, in an attempt to force them to grow where I please. Sometimes that works and sometimes not. 
That’s what I call laissez-faire disregard.  
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Wild daisies can also be unwelcome brigands in a manicured, planned bed, but I let 
some of them stay if otherwise I’d have an empty space, or if I’m waiting for a late 
riser to come up. The daisy blooms and dies to ugly stems, and then I remove it and 
the other plant rises to take its place. Usually, though, I don’t keep them underneath 
open windows, because they smell like dog wee. Sometimes our open pasture is full 
of them, and then they are pretty to look at, from a distance. They grow in the soil 
under trees and bushes, so there’s that in their favor, too, especially if a tree or bush 
blooms at the same time. Then I get to view a complementary double palette of color. 
 
I’m a fan of happenstance in my garden because it’s like getting a present from Mother Nature. I don’t know 
what it’s going to be or where and I look forward to the surprise every year. 
 
 
	
	
	
	
	

	
	

TCMGA PICNIC 
 

Save the date for the TCMGA end of summer picnic.   
It is planned for Saturday, September 9 in the Learning Garden.   

We'll start around 11:00 and end whenever... 
 

This is a potluck so bring your favorite picnic dish as well as chairs and your own beverage.   
In case of rain, the 4-H Dorm has been reserved.   

Bring your significant others and we'll celebrate another successful year for TCMGA.   
 

Questions, contact Linda Stephenson, ltstephenson49@gmail.com 
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A Wrinkle In Thyme 

by 
Cris Roberts 

 
From the time my memory began to solidify (and I realize that is in question 
even now!) I have had trouble hanging on to the correct (as in Webster’s) 
definition of words. I grew up as a very active, but very quiet, gal. Yet in 
that quietness, I watched a lot and listened even more and retained (much to 
my surprise) a great deal of information. As a result, every-once-in-a-while 
my mind will grab onto a certain word and strive to apply the meaning of 
that specific word to life. 
 
This past week one word that kept popping up was, “juxtaposition” (the 
position of being side-by-side, or close together). We live in a constant state 
of juxtaposition and it impacts our lives in numerous, serendipitous ways. 
For me, at this stage of life, many of those side-by-sides take place at work 
at O.Y.A. Feel free to peak in on some of those recent moments with me: 
 
The week started off with a sad bang. Our first chore of the day on Monday 
was to bury one of our beautiful hens that had been brutally killed by a 
raccoon over the weekend. I couldn’t believe this once-hyperactive chickie 
was now completely quiet, still and cold. The feathering on her back, which held the three-dimensional look of 
wood-grain in browns, tans, rust and black was now compromised by capillary-red. She wasn’t the only one 
who was quiet. Beside me were five normally boisterous and active man-boys who had stepped up to help with 
her burial. We grieved her demise, especially in light of the way she died. 
 
On Tuesday, the beneficial flowerbed needed deadheading. I did this chore after the youth had left for the day 
as other things took priority earlier. Oriental Poppy blooms, candy-apple red, had dominated these area just 
weeks before. Now I found spheres of salt-and-pepper shaker seed pods dried in the sun. I clipped those off 
saving them for next year’s use. Some of the tiny, black seed escaped when I tipped over the light-brown pods, 
sounding like miniature wind chimes when falling into the bowl. These were side-by-side with blue-and-brown 
Salvia bottlebrush blossoms, which were also spending their last days drying in the warm sun. 
 
The jobs we tackle at O.Y.A. aren’t always directly related to plants. This past week, in fact, it’s been mostly 
related to our animals. On Wednesday, my T.R.A.P. (Trask River Agriculture Program) youth joined forces 
with Jim Cox’s T.R.P. (Trask River Productions) youth in order to pour a cement foundation for a chicken barn 
that we are building. Pretty exciting! I began having visions of this barn a couple of years ago and one of our 
interns (Tim Patching) took my sketchy, non-contractor-style design and turned it into a fabulous chicken barn 
plan, complete with washable cement floors, overhang protection from rain and inside storage for all our critter 
supplies. Working side-by-side was timid youths who had never touched wet cement and get-outta-my-way-
and-let-me-do-this ones who could hardly wait to delve into the mysteries of pouring, floating, screening and 
troweling the wet cement. Everybody found a spot to work.  
 
Some of us knew enough to stay mostly out of the way. Some of us knew what we were doing. Some of us did 
not. We all, adult and youth alike, had a common countenance at the end with wide, silly-looking grins on our 
sweaty, sunburned faces. 
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Arriving at work the following day, on Thursday, my heart beat fast with positive adrenalin as I peaked inside 
our incubator that has been housing tiny multi-blotched quail eggs. 
 
I spotted movement and stillness; feathers and eggshells; heads and tails; light and dark. The comparisons went 
beyond visual when I listened to muffled peeping coming from inside some of the 
eggs while fully-hatched fellas peeped with even greater gusto nearby. The live 
count is now up to 20 and we are looking forward, as always, to watching this 
beautiful process of avian life unfold. 
 
Friday, our Master Gardener Volunteer Day, was busy. Some of my plans for that 
day had to be set aside when we found our second coon-attack victim cowering 
underneath her nesting site. Argh! She was badly injured and our trusty garden 
G.L.C. (Group Life Coordinator), and Master Gardener himself, Jeff Rogers, helped 
remove a terribly mangled wing. This beautiful, white hen is currently at my house 
trying her best to recover. She’s now extremely quiet hesitant and unresponsive. I 
juxtapose her with some of our youth who have been traumatized themselves; 
whose normal buoyancy must be set aside for the tough work of recovery. The coon 
culprit was apprehended and that is where I will leave this particular story. 
 
As I write these reflections of last week, I am enjoying time at home. This morning I sat barefoot on my deck in 
the emerging sun, drinking a wonderfully warm, intoxicating mocha and listening to two Rufous Hummingbirds 
duke-it-out at my nectar feeder. When I put my mug down, I could smell a mixture of basil, ocean air and that 
mixed-scent of warm leaves, moist earth and sunshine that emerges only in the height of summer. Heaven. And 
I am glad to be alive. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                    Photo from T.R.A.P  
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Joe Pye Weed 

by 
Neal Lemery 

 
Joe Pye Weed is apparently a common, and less than desirable roadside weed in the Midwest.  
  
But in my garden, it is a treasure, and fulfills many purposes.  One 
of our flowerbeds lies between two buildings is baked by the 
afternoon summer sun, and the soil is hard packed clay.  The area is 
a wind tunnel for summer afternoon northwest winds. 
  
We were looking for a plant that would be a windbreak for our 
favorite sun loving plants, be tolerant of clay, thrive on benign 
neglect and attractive to butterflies, as well as low maintenance, 
disease resistant, and require little attention.  The ideal fantasy 
garden plant, right? 
  
Joe Pye Weed fits the bill.  A nursery staff person in the Valley 
referred us to Joe Pye Weed, and we brought two pots home, 
mucking out the clay on a wet, cold spring day.  The spot had been 
the graveyard for other experiments, and the soil seemed to just 
ignore all of the soil amendments and compost we had added.   
  
The plant is an eight to ten foot beauty in mid summer to early fall, 
with fragrant purple flowers loved by bees and butterflies.  Strong 
stalks resist the afternoon winds, and it thrives on being on the edge 
of the sprinkler range.  In winter, the dead thornless canes easily break off at the ground, leaving bare ground.  I 
don’t need to prune, dead head, or spray, or do anything other than toss out an occasional handful of fertilizer 
and lime.  Well, and slug bait when the plant starts to sprout. 
  
Starting in late April, new shoots emerge, and, when the weather warms, they thrust up, forming a lovely eight 
to ten foot bush of attractive, elongated dark green leaves. 
  
Several friends have asked for starts, and I’ve needed an axe to cut into the thick tangle of leathery roots to 
divide the clump.  It does spread, but slowly, and a few whacks with an axe will keep it under control.   
 
The Missouri Botanical Garden writes: 
“Common Name: Joe Pye weed 
Type: Herbaceous perennial 
Family: Asteraceae 
Native Range: Eastern and northern United States 
Zone: 4 to 9 
Height: 5.00 to 7.00 feet 
Spread: 2.00 to 4.00 feet 
Bloom Time: July to September 
Bloom Description: Mauve pink 
Sun: Full sun to part shade 
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Water: Medium 
Maintenance: Low 
Suggested Use: Water Plant, Naturalize, Rain Garden 
Flower: Showy, Fragrant 
Attracts: Butterflies 
Tolerate: Deer, Clay Soil, Wet Soil 
“Eutrochium purpureum, commonly called Joe Pye weed, is a tall Missouri native perennial that occurs in low 
moist ground, wooded slopes, wet meadows and thickets and stream margins throughout the State (Steyermark). It 
is an erect, clump-forming perennial which typically grows 4-7’ tall and features coarsely-serrated, lance-shaped, 
dark green leaves (to 12” long) in whorls of 3-4 on sturdy green stems with purplish leaf nodes. Tiny, vanilla-
scented, dull pinkish-purple flowers in large, terminal, domed, compound inflorescences bloom in mid-summer to 
early fall. Each flower cluster typically has 5-7 florets. Flowers are very attractive to butterflies. Flowers give way 
to attractive seed heads which persist well into winter. 
 
Genus name is derived from the Greek words eu meaning well and troche meaning wheel-like in reference to the 
whorled leaves.” --Missouri Botanical Garden 

	
	

Edna Holt 
by 

Sally McGee 
 
Driving down Yellow Fir Rd. my excitement grew as I crossed the bridge and asphalt turned to gravel. Edna 
and Carl’s property was prominently featured on the 2016 Master Gardener Tour and I was eager to see it again. 
In a cloud of dust I spotted the lovely white clapboard church, the saloon, jail, bank and livery stable Carl 
created. It is all a bit of a mirage. The jail is actually a chicken coop with hens behind the bars; the church is 
Carl’s workshop; the bank and saloon, feed and seed storage.  
 
My arrival is loudly heralded by Betty, Edna’s older dog and soon joined 
by Dino the new 8 weeks old pup. Sitting in the shade of the porch we 
talked about life, what would Trump do next, gardens, growing things and 
admired what had been created.  
 
Twelve years ago Edna and Carl met while he was managing a nearby 
construction project. She hopped on her ATV in a fury to drive down and 
complain about the late night noise and this strong, feisty woman clear 
about what she wants and does not want smote Carl. The relationship 
bloomed and now they have been together for more than a decade. As a 
result Edna’s family homestead is much changed.  
 
Carl being a man for whom no project is too big decided he wanted the 
front yard not to slope down but to be level with the porch so he raised the 
yard. I don’t know what the noise level was like but it must have been 
loud with big trucks dumping load after load of dirt only feet from the 
front door. The union survived and Carl began building. A lake, concrete 
paths, and irrigation systems soon joined the make-believe church, saloon, 
bank and jail.  
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There is much more that I have not added but you get the picture. Edna’s ancestors would be surprised.  
 
Edna was the 2011 recipient of the Learning Garden award and you can see her talent on display with the giant 
sunflowers, roses, lilies and most impressive dahlias of every color. Not to be forgotten are clematis, numerous 
shrubs and trees. In a separate section are the fruits and vegetables. We were the lucky ones being invited to try 
the newly ripened berries. Which included blueberries, marionberries, josta and strawberries, raspberries, 
boysenberries and currants. The blueberries were planted by Edna’s mother to feed her children and are still 
producing after all these years.  
 
This garden is a true cornucopia. The harvest includes corn, kale (several kinds), cucumbers, lettuce, green 
beans, carrots, onion, chard, beets, potatoes, spinach, peas and 4 kinds of squash.  
 
“What is better than opening a cupboard in the cold of winter and finding summer produce”  
 
In her spare time (how does she have any), Edna is a regular at the Learning Garden always completing her 
three-hour shift and bringing along a carload of gifts for the Oregon Food Bank.  
 
Saying farewell, I drove off with gifts of lettuce, beets and kale so sweet I nibbled away driving down Yellow 
Fir Rd.  

Thank you Edna and Carl for an amazing garden. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Another Thursday in the Learning Garden  
with Sharon Hundley, Barb and John Casteel 
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What Was Once Lost….. 
by 

Doug Holman 
 
ATTENTION TCMGA members; what was once lost and forgotten has now been found and united with it's 
rightful owner. 
 
Back in 2011, at our TCMGA awards banquet, the Learning Garden Award was made to Edna Holt.  Her 
outstanding efforts during that year in furthering the development of the Learning Garden, its design and 
maintenance, and participation in all Garden activities, were recognized by the TCMGA members as being 

worthy of this award.  Unfortunately she 
was unable to attend the Awards banquet 
to receive her certificate and recognition. 
 
Subsequently the actual Certificate went 
through a bizarre series of events; was 
lost, and never presented to its rightful 
owner.  It has been missing for these 
several years.  By chance last week, one 
of our members (Sally McGee) learned of 
this situation and with the help of Teri 
Fladstol was able to recreate this Award 
Certificate.  During last Thursday's 
Learning Garden workday it was 
announced that the Award Certificate had 
been restored and we were all pleased to 
finally present the award to it's rightful 
owner. 

 
Edna has continued her dedication to 
furthering the role of the Learning 
Garden for our organization, and for the 
community at large.  Her efforts, along 
with all of those members who show up 
each week, rain or shine, has resulted in 
an outstanding example of what is 
possible in Tillamook County.  It is a 
pleasure to work with of those 
irregulars.                         
     

       Congrats Edna! 
 

 
 

 Edna Holt receiving her belated 2011 Master Gardener Learning Garden Award  presented by Doug Holman, previous year recipient  in the 
Learning Garden Thursday, July 27th 
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International Master Gardeners Association Conference 

Portland, Oregon 
by 

Marcille Ansorge 
 
International Master Gardener Conference Highlights 
First, some statistics: 
The Master Gardener Program exists in all 50 U. S. States, the District of Columbia, six Canadian provinces and 
South Korea.  South Korea began its MG Program in 2011 and today it has 423 MGs in 17 cities and provinces. 
 
1294 registrations, the highest ever for an IMGC. 
3 Countries represented:  the US (46 states and the District of Columbia represented). Canada, and one MG 
from South Korea. 
48 presentations:  3 keynote speakers and 45 concurrent classes. 
18 tours with 700 sign-ups. 39 sponsors (including TCMGA listed as a Friend). 
50 trade show vendors. Over 100 volunteers.  17 decorated bicycles. 
26 Search for Excellence Awards (Including four from Oregon chapters). 
 
The keynote presentations were informative and entertaining.  On Wednesday, John Marzluff, Professor of 
Wildlife Science at the University of Washington spoke entertainingly about what birds do when housing 
developments take over their habitat in the woodlands and forests.  Some birds remain and are adapters; others 
leave and are avoiders.  His recent book, Welcome Subirdia, can give you more information on the subject. 
 
On Thursday, it was Dan Hinkley, who has an amazing garden in the Seattle area and gave us glimpses of it 
through his humorous and technically adept power point presentation, keeping us attentive throughout.   The 
theme of his presentation was texture, movement and fragrance and he showed how all three are represented in 
his garden.   
 
Friday was a presentation entitled Garden to Table to Seed by Renee Shepherd, owner of Renee’s Seeds and 
author of cookbooks on how to use the results of planting her seeds. She made it look easy to plant, grow and 
harvest and easy to use the produce in delicious meals.  
 
The topics of the 45 concurrent sessions were varied. I learned about beneficial insects, what happened to the 
plants Clark and Lewis brought back from their journey to the Pacific, how to create a good design for a garden, 
what’s involved with creating a rooftop garden (presented by the gardener for Noble Rot, a restaurant in 
Portland), and what’s involved in making a good demonstration garden for your community, among others. 
 
Sarah Ostermiller summed up the sessions with this comment, “ I was impressed with the variety of seminars 
and really enjoyed the sessions I went to. There was great information and little nuggets of wisdom from each 
speaker.”  
 
Sarah added, “But the best part was talking with people from all over the country and outside of it about 
gardening and the joys and trials we all share.  Interestingly enough "What is your soil like and how do 
you fix it" seemed to be the most common question between conference participants.  I just know it's true that it 
all begins with the dirt!”   
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That was true for me also.  At lunches (which could also be written about at length but I won’t other than to say 
the choices were great and included local foods) I had good conversations with Master Gardeners from around 
the country.  At one of the most interesting, I was seated between a MG from Tennessee who was in a chapter 
of about 30 and drove an hour to get to meetings, and an MG from Johnson County, outside of Kansas City, 
Kansas with a chapter of over 400 members.  It was interesting to compare, the small chapter relying on a core 
group of people to get projects done and the large, being challenged with creating enough activities for all 
members to meet their volunteer hour commitments. 
 
And then there was the “swag”.  Upon picking up our registration, we were offered a choice of a book from 
Timber Press from their Plant Lover’s Guide series. Dahlias, magnolias, epimediums, ferns, sedums, hardy 
geraniums, snowdrops, primulas, salvias, clematis, asters, tulips.  What to choose? Included in our handy and 
practical tote bag with the bright orange IMGC Oregon logo was a packet of Renee’s seeds.  Those of us who 
volunteered received a bright orange apron. And there were little goodies from vendors.   
 
It was a great experience attending an International Master Gardeners’ Conference.  So much to see, and so 
many other gardeners to meet.  Note that the next one in 2019 is in Pennsylvania.  And in 2021 it is planned for 
coastal Virginia.  Now is the time to think about future travel plans for those years and whether attending an 
IMGC can be a part of those plans. 
 
 
International Search for Excellence Winners 
Master Gardeners are doing great things around the country. In Orange County, California, MGs recognized the 
need for well-trained speakers and formed their own Toastmaster club.  During the last two years, they have had 
289 speaking engagements reaching 7500 people, including a presentation at Disneyland. 
 
Orange County had another winner with a composting video series available on their website. 
 
In Kauai, a Master Gardener saw fruit being left to rot on the ground and organized a program to collect this 
fruit.  Since September 2014, they have collected and delivered 33,000 pounds of fruit to 9 different schools, 
after-school programs and food banks with the help of over 600 volunteer hours.  
 
In Milwaukee, MGs created the Toolbox, video presentations and a collection of tools to help gardeners learn 
about tools and know which is best for joint and back protection as well as learn about different ways to garden 
so as to become gardeners for life.    
 
In Oregon, Marion County wanted to know if grafted tomatoes had better results than ungrafted ones. They 
grew 5 varieties for comparison in their demonstration garden and found greater plant vigor, earlier fruit 
production, more and bigger fruit, better disease resistance and longer seasonal production in grafted tomatoes.  
This information was shared in news articles and in presentations to garden clubs throughout the state. 
 
Another Oregon winner was Clackamas County with its 10 Minute University, which through presentations and 
two-page handouts is described as stripping down complex researched-based  
gardening know-how to the bare essentials for easy application in the home garden. Learn more about this here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZY-OqZfPpg. These are a few of the winners of Search for Excellence 
projects.  You can read about additional winners at: http://blogs.oregonstate.edu/2017imgc/search-for-
excellence/ 
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Tillie the Cow from Tillamook County at IMGC 
Tillie the Cow had her days of glory at the IMGC in Portland.  Thanks to Arla Ayres and Marilyn Perl for 
bringing her to life.  Tillie personified Tillamook County by doing what County residents do.  Marilyn was 
responsible for finding her and filling her out. Tillie had gone 
fishing and was returning on her bright yellow bicycle with a 
big salmon on her fishing pole.  Her front “basket” was a box 
decorated with shells by Sarah Ostermiller, full of sand, 
seashells, and a small Cape Meares Lighthouse. On the back 
Sarah created a “forest” box for Tillie, decorated with bark of 
trees containing forest native plants and mosses along with a 
pot of roses as required by IMGC.  Tillie had stopped to buy 
chunks of cheese and even put an ice cream cone or two in 
her pockets. She followed a path through the coastal towns of 
Tillamook County, which was mapped out on a cloth sewn 
by Arla.  Arla has also used her sewing skills to create crabs, 
jell fish, Tillie’s large salmon, the cheese blocks and the ice 
cream cones. 
 
Tillie may not have won any prizes but she was definitely 
noticed and photographed and if there had been an award for “Ms. Congeniality”, she would have been a 
contender.   
 
          
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                      Tillie from the back                                                                                           Tillie from the front 
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Learning Garden Visited by Master Gardeners from Around the Country 
Marcille Ansorge, IMGC Post Tour Liaison 

 
They came. From Chicago, California, Minneapolis, Detroit, Texas, West Virginia, Tennessee, Pennsylvania, 
South Carolina, South Dakota, North Carolina and other states.   
 
They commented.  The best was made by a MG from Arkansas:  I have visited demonstrations gardens for 20 
years and this is the first that I have seen that is used to promote education.   
 
They asked questions. 
Why do you irrigate if you get 90 to 100 inches of rain? 
You have workday every Thursday.  Do you work even when it rains? 
 
And they saw. They were interested in the natives; a visitor from Pennsylvania said they don’t use natives.  
They commented on the hardscape that was built by members, the stringing up of plants in the hoop house, the 
tomato clips that Arla passed out, the shed as an office site with reference books available, the large sink 
available, specific plants such as white astilbe.   
 
A small group of Tillamook County Master Gardeners was available to welcome these Master Gardeners who 
were on a post IMGC Coast tour to answer questions and talk about what we do and the history of the garden.  
We saw the garden in a new way, through the eyes of visitors from other areas of the country.  We feel honored 
to have our Learning Garden as one of the stops on this tour and thank Gail Langellotto for choosing to do this. 
 

 
 

My Highlights of the IMGA Conference 
by 

Evelynn VonFelt 
 

The highlight of my IMGC experiences (as with every mini college I have attended) was the Search for 
Excellence presentations. I don’t know how the committee could only pick 1st, 2nd and 3rd places for each 
category and when they got to the working with youth category there were ties in each place. I hope we can 
incorporate some of the ideas we saw like: “Garden Lessons in a Box”. Totes packed with seven different 
activities for any MG to take to schools to teach about “critters”, the 3 sisters planting, soil, pollination, sowing 
seeds/germination, trees, and veggie gardens. Clackamas County MG’s were honored with a 1st place for their 
10 Minute University classes at their plant sale. “Fruit Troops” in Hawaii who gleen friut for the food banks and 
schools, as well as teaching food saftey and how to use picked fruit. And so many more worthy projects. 
 

• I took Bernadine Strik’s berry class (again) but she stressed container growing.  
• “50 Shades of Blue”- great blue colored plant list. 
• “My Weed-Less Garden” recommended not rototilling which exposes more weed seeds to light to 

germinate and always using cover crops to improve the soil and using soy bean meal and covering with 
1’ of compost in the late fall. 
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• “Penn State’s Pollinator Outreach”- Educating the public about native pollinators. Bees, Bugs & 

Blooms-using MGs to monitor plants (species and hybrids) favored by pollinators. Made Pollinator 
Wheel to use to educate as well as a 4-step program for home owners to plant flowers to encourage 
pollinators and receive certification for having a Pollinator Friendly Garden. 

•  “Where Ecology Meets Horticulture” Thomas Rainier talked about planting flower beds with 3 layers- 
1-“Divas” few showy plants, 2- mid-level plants like daylilies planted in small groups, 3- largest group- 
groundcovers to eliminate bark mulch and crowd out weeds. 

• “How to Prune an Overgrown Garden”- Not that great- I so much prefer Neil Bell’s pruning class. 
• “Gardening with Grafted Vegetables” The class was good but the highlight was Harry Olson from 

Clackamas County MGs who showed how to “Harry Prune” the grafted tomatoes and train them up the 
4 corners of the cage making 4 (or more) apical dominate leaders that create way more tomatoes per 
plant 

• “Heirlooms, Hybrids & GMOs Oh My”. Same information Joy has given us in her new propagation 
lesson, but I was sitting with a former Oregon MG who now lives in Texas and she ended up having her 
eyes opened as a previous GMO hater. Home gardeners cannot get GMO seeds, so don’t fall for all of 
the hype out there. 
 

	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Gail	Langalotto	(OMGA	President)	and	Cisco	Morris	(MC	of	the	conference	and	MG	from	Washington	state).	
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Photo of TCMGA Members at the 
Conference  

Arla	Ayers,	Sarah	Ostermiller,	Marcille	
Ansorge,	Marilyn	Perl	and	Jean	Scholtz	

(not	pictured	Evelynn	VonFelt)	
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Pennsylvania invites us to IMGC 2019 

 
Penn’s Woods: Digging into our Roots 

 June 17-21, 2019 Valley Forge, PA  
Come early and stay late!   

Half and full day tours to area public and private gardens  
June 16, 17, 21, and 22, 2019. 

 
Penn’s Woods: Digging into our Roots is the theme for the 2019 conference. Recognizing the region’s rich 
history of horticulture for more than three centuries enables the conference to include a full array of lectures, 
demonstrations, tours and field study classes. Highlights will include practical methods for gardening 
successfully and sustainably, and “must-have” plants for gardeners.  
 
One of the speakers confirmed is Kirk Brown who brings John Bartram to life. John Bartram welcomes you 
with the horticultural history of America as it began in Philadelphia and Penn’s Woods.  Read more here: 
https://johnbartramlives.me/about-2/ 
 
Another confirmed speaker is David Gibby, one of the people from the state of Washington responsible for 
bringing the Master Gardener program to life. 
 
Master Gardeners in Pennsylvania are working hard to make another great IMGC.  If you have plans to visit the 
East Coast in the next few years, I encourage you to consider choosing 2019 as the year and making IMGC 
2019 a part of the visit.  
 
The website is: http://internationalmastergardener.com 
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TCMGA Executive Board 

 
Elected:  Appointed   
President:  Neal Lemery  Audit:  Jean Scholtz, Jon Orloff   South County Farmers Marker: 
Past President:  Barbara Castell  Awards:  Neal Lemery   Tim and Pam Burke 
Vice President: Deborah Lincoln  Banquet:  Cammy Hickman  North County Farmers Market: 
Recording Secretary:  Jodi Derrick  Budget:   Karen Sarnaker 
Corresponding Secretary:  Larry Goss Hospitality:  Betty Lyons 
Treasurer:  Larry Goss   Deborah Lincoln    Mentors: Linda Stephenson 
Historian:  Holly Yingling  Neal Lemery Nominating Committee: 
OMGA Representative:   Communication/Webmaster:  Barbara Casteel 
 Marcille Ansorge  Cammy Hickman  Neal Lemery 
OMGA Alternative:  Sam Sadler  Lisa McRae Picnic:  Linda Stephenson   
Class Representatives:  Neal Lemery   Photo Contest:  Holly Yingling  
 2016:  Arla Ayers Community Pruning Day:   Plant Sale:  Jodi Derrick 
 2015:  Lisa McRae   Betty and Jake Lyons Publicity:  Cammy Hickman   
Extension Agent:  Joy Jones Plant Clinics: Volunteer Coordinator:  Sarah Ostermiller 
   Tillamook Farmers Market: Newsletter:  
    Marilyn Perl  Karen Sarnaker 
       Benedict Sarnaker 

   
 
 

Photos taken from Dave and Corinne Dumas Open Garden Tour, July 29th 
More photos and article to appear in the September Thymes 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS  

AUGUST 2017 
 
AUGUST 3 LEARNING GARDEN, 9 AM- NOON 
 
AUGUST 5 TILLAMOOK FARMERS MARKET, 9AM - 2PM,  
 LAUREL STREET, TILLAMOOK 
  
AUGUST 9-12 TILLAMOOK COUNTY FAIR, BARN in the USA 
 
AUGUST 13  PACIFIC CITY FARMER’S MARKET, 10AM-2PM 
 
AUGUST 16 BONSAI CLUB, 6PM - 9PM, TPUD MEETING ROOM  
 
AUGUST 17 LEARNING GARDEN, 9 AM- NOON 
 
AUGUST 19 TILLAMOOK FARMERS MARKET, 9AM - 2PM,  

  LAUREL STREET, TILLAMOOK 
 

AUGUST 20   THYMES DEADLINE 
 
AUGUST 24 LEARNING GARDEN, 9AM – NOON 

 
AUGUST 25 MANZANITA FARMERS MARKET, 5PM - 8PM,  
 4TH & LANEDA AVE 
  
AUGUST 31 LEARNING GARDEN, 9 AM- NOON 
 

 
 

 
 
                            
                                                                                                        

 
 
 
At the IMGC, they were given a “coupon” from Timber Press, no 
expiration date, 35% off all online book orders.   
Visit www.timberpress.com enter code: master to get the discount.  
 
Please take advantage of this offer. 
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